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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Manons I Pad <mbeburne@telus.net>
June-05-17 5:35 PM
publichearing
June 6, 2017 Public Hearing Submission OPPOSED-Jun 6/13-ke 111

To Whom it may Concern,
I am writing this email to express my disagreement with the proposed amendment to the Official Community
Plan Bylaw no. 2758, 2017.
Creating a healthy and fair balance between industrial areas and community is integral in preserving Pitt
Meadows reputation and landscape as the Natural Place.
I moved to Pitt Meadows in 1985 and plan to be here for the rest of my life. I cherish the small town, tight knit
community we have here. I am proud to call Pitt Meadows home, but am embarrassed and disappointed in the
lack of consideration for the residents of “The Natural Place” with this business park plan expansion and the
proposed amendments on regulations for this plan.
In other communities, there is a well planned and definitive separation between industrial park areas, and
residential communities, and it feels as though this amendment completely ignores the thinking and planning
behind why those two should never meet. By proceeding with this development plan to erect giant walls of
concrete it would significantly change the landscape from being very serene, open, inviting, and natural to
noisy. There will be a significant increase in traffic and congestion in a small town with only a few main arterial
routes that already get ridiculously backed up whenever there’s a train crossing.
-

If you proceed with this industrial park, you will be increasing the amount of people who will be commuting in
and out of Pitt Meadows, you will be greying out another one of our vibrant green spaces that we residents
know and love about Pitt Meadows, and you will be breaking the trust of our community in you, our local
leadership, by being so willing to acquiesce to developers instead of fighting alongside us to preserve our
home
This proposed project does not benefit the People of Pitt Meadows, it only benefits the shareholders.
We love Pitt Meadows, if talked about development, how about more gated community residences for retired
people so we can downsize and stay in this town we call home. We love Pitt Meadows as it is.
Please consider the interests of us, the RESIDENTS who live here, first and foremost, over and above the
interests of deep pocketed developers.
Manon and Bruce Eburne

Sent from my iPad
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

z!:!!c:
Karen Hjort-Olsen <karenhjorto@gmail.com>
June-05-17 6:52 PM
publichearing
June 13, 2017 Public Hearing -GEBP -OPPOSED- Jun 6/13-ke 112

I am writing to strongly oppose the requested changes by Onni to the OCP based solely on their needs and not those of
the City or its residents. These changes will result in negative impact to the residents and tax payers of this City and
benefit only the developer.
It’s time the City consider the residents and stop pandering to the developer.
Karen Hjort-Olsen
41-19452 Fraser Way
Pitt Meadows, BC
Sent from my iPad
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James And Caitlyn <harcus16@gmail.com>
June-05-17 7:50 PM
publichearing
June 06, 3017 PUBUC HEARING SUBMISSION

-

Jun 6/13-ke 113

Attn; Corporate officer
Our household is strongly opposed to the proposed changes to the OCP. We feel that the changes are not beneficial to
the residents of Pitt Meadows and do not support what is best for the community.
11-10996 Barnston View Road
Pitt Meadows
The Harcus Family

---=-
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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sherryl-nickel@telus.net <sherryln@telus.net>
June-05-17 7:57 PM
publichearing
I am in favour of the OCP- Jun 6/13-ke 114

with the drop down zone for the airport right over some of the property I would prefer to see warehouses.
Also the traffic in the area with warehouses would be far less than houses that would probably have basement suites
increasing the traffic in the area.
Airport road was built with warehouse type traffic in mind, we purchased our properties knowing that was the plan for
airport road.
Our taxes are high enough I do not want them to go higher to provide another school and parks.
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heinrich Schoeman <heinrich_schoeman5@hotmail.com>
June-05-17 7:46 PM
publichearing
OCP Public Hearing June 6- Jun 6/13-ke 115

The email is to convey to the Council our family’s strong opposition to making amendments to the OCP to accommodate
Omni’s request for smaller buffers and higher buildings.
We moved to Pitt Meadows 5 years ago and knew that the area would be developed eventually, but thought that it would
be developed in a way that is consistent with the surrounding residential areas.
Thank you,
Heinrich & Pam Schoeman
26-11067 Bamston View Rd.
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

anahi english <english.anahi@gmail.com>
June-05-17 8:25 PM
publichearing; COUNCIL (Inc Mayor & CAO)
Opposition to current plan for Land Jun 6/13-ke 116
-

Hello Mayor and Council
I would like this email to be part of the public hearing on June 6th. Unfortunately I am not able to attend due to
business obligations.
As a resident AND business owner of South Bonson I feel I am deeply invested in this area and community. I
love Pitt Meadows and I love that we moved our young family to this are and started a business 7 years ago. I
love that it is a growing, natural, lovely community. There is really nothing I don’t like about Pitt Meadows.
However, I think it is completely irresponsible to put this much traffic, congestion, and concrete amongst a
community full of businesses and families.
When I moved to Pitt Meadows 7 years ago, I was very much aware that this area would change, it was in my
business plan that more residents and businesses would move in, making Osprey Village a great place to start a
business. I am 100% for development, I would like to make that clear but not for the kind of development that
the current Council is planning and is for. It should be mixed use, like areas such as Newport for example. It
should welcome Big AND small business. I would love to see this land developed but every time I look at the
plans I am so disappointed that this is what it has come to. The buffers are almost nothing, the size of this
development will overshadow the gem that is South Bonson. There is so much potential!
As a mother of two young children, I am incredibly disappointed and terrified at the fact that the City has not
taken the Traffic into consideration. There are Huge trucks that come along Airport and this will only get
worse.
You have the power to make this development amazing, not only for the City but for those that call Pitt
Meadows home. Please, please reconsider increasing building heights, and the use of this land. It can be
industrial but with much more curb appeal that will only make Pitt Meadows better. PLEASE listen to the
residents!

11 250 Bonson Road Pitt Meadows
-

Anahi English
Owner/Chef
Sgbistro.com
778.888.2342 cell
604.457.0111 office
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Crump <jessanderson@shaw.ca>
June-05-17 8:27 PM
publichearing
Public Hearing June 13th OPPOSED Jun 13-ke 117
-

I oppose Golden Ears Business Park Two and Three.
Regards,
Jessica Crump
19685 Blaney Drive, Pitt Meadows, BC
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shaun Crump <shaunasm@hotmail.com>
June-05-17 8:32 PM
publichearing
Public Hearing June 13th OPPOSED Jun 13-ke 118
-

-

I oppose the Golden Ears Business Park Proposed Expansion Phase 3 and 4.
Regards,
Shaun Crump
19685 Blaney Drive, Pitt Meadows
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gary Leuvekamp <gleuve@shaw.ca>
June-05-17 8:52 PM
publichearing
June 13th, 2017 PUBUC HEARING SUBMISSION- Jun 13-ke 119
Public hearing submission.ciocx

Please confirm that this email will be added to the communications received for the public
th
hearing of June 13
and added to the agenda package for all councillors to read.
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Attention of the Corporate Officer, City of Pitt Meadows
Re: June 13th 2017 PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION
I am writing to express my opposition to the vision being proposed by this council and the
Onni Group, for the development of phases 3 and 4 of Golden Ears Business Park and would
like this letter to be formally accepted to the agenda of the public meeting of June 13th.
Dear Mayor and council members,
I would like to begin by refering Council to the opening two paragraphs of the Official
Community Plan.
“Pitt Meadows has a relatively small urban area that must accommodate a balance of land
uses. Each use - residential, commercial, industrial and recreational, support each other in a
complete community and each enhances the quality of life.“
“The challenge ahead is to maintain and enhance liveability and environmental integrity,
strike a balance between the land uses, and protect agricultural land as the City
experiences growth. In response to these challenges, environmental policies have been
strengthened and “Smart Growth” concepts used as the framework to accommodate growth
and change.”
(taken from the opening 2 paragraphs of the Pitt Meadows OCP)
As a resident within close proximity of the development slated for phase 3 and 4 of the
GEBP, I am concerned with the warehouses of concrete blocking all the views that
residents of South Bonson currently have. I am sure by now you have a clear idea of what
these building will look like in the midst of residential housing. The word “gulag” was
mentioned in conjunction with the possible looks of the warehouses in the middle of
beautiful south Bonson. I am also concerned about the large number of vehicles and traffic,
and the safety of residents using the roundabouts, mainly pedestrians with the addition of
this project.

I would like refer you once again to the OCP (Official Community Plan), as stated on page 4.
The OCP Steering Committee updated and confirmed the following vision as stated in the
2000 Official Community Plan: (There are 7 vision statements, but I will highlight (in red)
the ones that pertain to my concerns)

The citizens of Pitt Meadows aspire to achieve a diverse community that:
Provides for increased transportation choice and efficiency;
•
•
Has a commitment to the productive use of its agricultural land;
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•
•
•
•
•

Protects its natural environment;
Maintains its unique “small-town” and rural characteristics and preserves its heritage;
Achieves sustainable economic growth;
Develops and maintains quality parks, recreation and community services for its
residents and visitors; and
Carefully manages its residential growth in balance with job creation and the provision
of services

So my question to the council is this: In light of everything that has been said and written
has the council carefully considered these points, in regards to the density of this project?
To quote from the OCP, the unique “small-town” and rural characteristics are lost in the
size and density of the proposed development on the land. Some would suggest that the
size of this development would leave a large footprint on the surrounding areas and it would
definitely not maintain Pitt Meadows OCP vision of small-town and rural characteristics.
Or ….“accommodate a balance of land uses. Each use - residential, commercial,
industrial and recreational, support each other in a complete community and each
enhances the quality of life.“
In one council meeting it was asked of council, Where in the OCP was it confirmed that all
the land in South Bonson is currently slated for a business park? The mayor responded by
citing the resolution to open up the OCP and review the business park designation and that
that motion was defeated. And then stated that the designation is in the OCP.
So I guess what many would like to know is what makes the OCP a binding document. The
first page of the OCP states:
“The Pitt Meadows Official Community Plan (OCP) is a tool for guiding the future of this
community.” A tool by definition is a thing used in an occupation or pursuit. Perhaps, in this
case, the community’s future.
“Its purpose is to establish a common vision for the community’s future and to provide
strategies to guide development towards attaining that vision.” Where is this common
vision, in light of the 400+ people in South Bonson and a petition with 1000 signatures.
Where are the strategies to guide development towards attaining that vision?
The OCP goes on to state:
“An OCP is primarily an advisory document intended to provide a
framework for consistent decision-making by the City’s Council and
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other City boards, panels and commissions, and also by local residents,
business owners and developers with regard to conservation and
development activities in Pitt Meadows over the next decade.
Although Council is not committed to carrying out any projects
recommended by this plan, Council may not enact any land use
decisions which are contrary to the provisions of this Plan. Any land
use proposal that run contrary to the provisions of this Plan will
require amendment by bylaw after a public hearing.”
Therefore it does not sound to me like a binding document but rather a living document
that is strictly a guide and can change with time and new vision.
So being that the OCP is only an advisor document the way I see it is that although the land
was designated for industrial use it does not have to be used for industrial use. So what
other solutions/options might the council have for the use of this land?
As you may or may not be aware, currently the Boundary Bay Industrial Park is the largest
at 900 000 square feet. This in an area that is 183.70 sq. km (Delta). Pitt Meadows has an
area of 86.51 sq. km, less than half the size of Delta and wishes to put in place a 4 000 000
sq. ft. business park (taken from the Onni Golden Ears Business Park website) which will be
4 times the size. Something to digest. Perhaps Phase 4 does not have to be an industrial
park.
Many a comment, stating the OCP as the source, has been used in response to the people’s
questions regarding this huge industrial park. When it suits the Council’s need the standard
quote has been, “It’s in the OCP.” Yet the OCP clearly states that it is an advisory
document and council is not committed to carrying out any of the projects. As such Council
has not had any difficulty in amending the OCP for the developer, ONNI.
See the following Council in Committee reports to see amendments that have been made.
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COUNCIL IN COMMITTEE REPORT – February 20, 2014 (File No: 4520-08)
For financial reasons, Onni is seeking permission to truck the fill rather than use dredged
sand. In regards to 19265 AIRPORT WAY (Phase 3)
Minutes of the Council in Committee Meeting - June 11, 2013
Soil Deposit Application - 19451 Sutton Avenue. (4520-08)
Ms. Kim Grout, Director of Operations and Development Services, provided an overview of
the staff report dated June 3, 2013, regarding Onni’s request for placement of fill via
trucking at 19451 Sutton Avenue, rather than dredging river sand. Council appreciated
Onni’s rapid response to any issues raised by residents. It was also noted that access to
the fill site will be from Airport Way.
MOVED by Mayor Walters, SECONDED by Councillor Miyashita.

The Overview - COUNCIL IN COMMITTEE REPORT – June 3, 2013 (File No: 4520-08)
In 2005 the City’s Soil Deposit Bylaw was amended to no longer allow for material to be
trucked in to fill lands in the south Harris area (See Attachment “B” for boundary of
dredged fill area). The approved method for filling to flood construction levels for this
area is dredged sand similar to what was done for the Bonson’s Landing and Sawyers
Landing developments.
In 2007 Onni was given approval to haul fill using trucks to a 14.4 hectare site at 19100
Airport Way (Golden Ears Business Park Phase 1) initially via Harris Road from Lougheed
Highway and then Airport Way from Golden Ears Way.
Onni provided the municipality with a voluntary amenity contribution of $200 000 ($13,888
per hectare) that Council chose, at a later date, to put towards the Harris Road
Skateboard Park.
Also, most recently the findings by the city’s own IBI report recommended the original
designated 20M buffers and restricted building heights and clearly designated that the
generic look of phase 1 and 2 not be modeled for phase 3 and 4, yet that was amended by
Council in favor of the developer, ONNI. So it seems that amendments can be made to the
OCP but only if you are not a tax paying citizen of Pitt Meadows, but rather a multi national
corporation who is willing to defy bylaws in much larger cities such as Vancouver.
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I have heard that the public is not comfortable with the dealings of the developer and how
they go about their business. There definitely seems to be a disconnect between the
constituents who live in Pitt Meadows, especially South Pitt Meadows, and how the
developer wants to develop the area (and perhaps some of the council members). I would
respectfully suggest that it is the Council’s role, as leaders chosen by the constituents, to
bridge the gap between the wishes of the voters and the developer.
If I have been listening carefully I have heard the people say that they are not opposed to
development but they are opposed to the size and scope of this development. I ask that you
do not consider your personal feelings, and this can be hard with all the letters, emails, and
public questioning in regards to the GEBD, Phase 3 and 4, but to weigh all the information
presented and brought forward by your constituents. Surely 400 voices together should
help direct you toward great leadership and a legacy the Council can be proud of. Once 4
000 000 square feet of concrete goes up the city is stuck with it.

Respectfully

Gary Leuvekamp
11268 Bonson Road
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ienn Wilks <jenlester@hotmail.com>
June-05-17 9:02 PM
publichearing
June 13 Public Hearing Submission OPPOSED- ke-120

Attention of the Corporate Officer, City of Pitt Meadows,
OPPOSED!
My family and I strongly the oppose the recommendation to change the OCP in regards to the width of buffer and the
height of buildings for the Golden Ears Business Park.
We have chosen Fieldstone as our forever home and don’t want to have our beautiful space ruined by warehouses.
Please consider family’s when selling the soul of Pitt Meadows to the devil.

Sincerely,
The Wilks Family
Fieldstone Walk
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl Wiley <jcswiley@gmail.com>
June-05-17 9:55 PM
publichearing
June 6, 2017 Public Hearing Submission - Jun 6/13-ke 121

Attention: Corporate Officer,
Dear Mayor and Council, City of Pitt Meadows;
It is with a heavy heart that we feel compelled to write yet another email of discontent to vehemently OPPOSE the
latest Onni development proposal and corresponding request to amend the OCP which is before us in order to meet
with Onni’s desire for even bigger concrete boxes with less buffer in GEBP Ph 3 & 4 on what was once idyllic farm land.
We can’t help but feel that you, the majority of our elected officials, have completely ignored the tax paying residents of
this community.
To some degree we understand and appreciate the fact commercial development is a good thing for our community.
What disheartens us however is the way this council has been all too willing to hop into bed with a less than stellar
developer. A developer some communities it is said, won’t even let them do business within their boundaries. Yet here
we are again, another public hearing because they are asking for the world - increased wall heights, less buffer to
residential neighborhoods, and seemingly you are all to willing to give them what they want. Going so far as to rewrite
your own regulations in order to satisfy their desires and to take a bribe of ‘free’ land for a track / football field. Neither
at a good deal for your residents!
It is a sad statement of our public office when we, the residents keep having to spend an extraordinary amount time
keeping you in check. Thank goodness for the dedicated individuals who work very hard to ensure the rest of us have all
of the facts thus allowing us to stay informed about what is really going on in our community and in turn give us an
opportunity to say NO, this is not acceptable and that we OPPOSE this request to rewrite the OCP in favor of taller
buildings with less buffer than already granted.
Count us as firmly OPPOSED.
The Wiley Family
Thorburn Way

SentfrommyiPad
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kaitlyn beaton <katekatekate@live.ca>
June-05-17 10:46 PM
publichearing
Public Hearing June 13th OPPOSED Jun 13-ke 122
-

-

This hearing is about Phase 3 and 4 of the Golden Ears Business Park (Harris Road/Airport Way).
The public hearing for this will be held Tuesday June 13th at 6:30pm at Pitt Meadows Family Rec Centre Gymnasium
Kaitlyn beaton
18862 121 b ave
Pitt meadows, BC
V3Y 2k7

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

‘

Heather Lockery <heatherlockery@hotmail.com>
June-06-17 6:15 AM
publichearing
Public hearing June 13th OPPOSED Jun 13-ke 123
-

Hello,
This email is to inform you that my family and I are OPPOSED to the proposed changes for phase 3 & 4 for the golden
ears business park development.
Please take my opinion, along with many other concerned citizens into account.
Thank you for standing up to represent my opposing views to the majority of council.
Thanks,
Heather Lockery
11828 191A street
Pitt meadows, bc
V3Y 0A4

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

STEVE NORRIS <spinman@shaw.ca>
June-06-17 6:56 AM
publichearing
Opposed Jun 13-ke 124
-

Please enter this letter for public record.
I would like to enter my opposition to the development phases 3 and 4 and the widening of airport way to
accommodate 4 lanes. The tilt up Industrial buildings that we currently have in phases 1 & 2 are not a fit for our
community in such close proximity to residential. I am not opposed to developing this land more in keeping with what
we have already done with Bonsons Landing. Converting the Airport Way road to 4 lanes to accommodate more traffic,
higher potential speeds and overtaking and more large heavy goods vehicles is a major risk to our children. Kids making
their way home from schools to their homes on scooter, bikes and skate boards are at serious risk of high speed traffic.
Introduce two lanes each way and now your going to be encouraging irresponsible drivers to overtake at higher than
posted speeds. 60 kmph will in reality be 90-100. Our loved ones out for walks and our children coming home from
schools or sports fields will be put at risk. This is tantamount to having our children cross lougheed highway twice a day
for their entire high school attendance. Its only a matter of when not if we lose one child in a fatal accident. That is a
price we CANNOT pay! The current council members should and will be held accountable for any children hurt or killed
if this proposal is rammed through our community!
Regards,
Steve Norris
11660 Harris Rd
Pitt Meadows
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

c

Buu Lam <buulam@gmaiLcom>
June-06-17 8:48 AM
publichearing
June 6th, 2017 Public Hearing Submission

-

OPPOSED Jun 6/13-ke 125
-

Hello,
I am writing to express that I am opposed to the proposed OCP amendments. I have reviewed other submissions
and I cannot agree more with Patricia Gordon’s points (among many others). Patricia’s points express all of my
concerns concisely.
I would add that this inappropriate development puts a death sentence on Osprey Village. We have already seen
several businesses barely survive there and shut down. Making the area less desirable will only make matters
worse, when it has the potential to be a very special destination for residents as well as neighboring cities. It’s
obvious that it is a beautiful area when there area weddings hosted there each weekend.
Finally, I do understand that the sales people at Onni have conceded on certain aspects of their proposed
amendments in an effort to look like they are giving up so much to please residents. Please consider the fact
that it is residents that are giving up everything, not Onni who is considerably more experienced at pushing
through their for-profit agenda through any council or group of citizens than any of us.
-

Thank you for reading through completely.
Buu Lam
11223 Blaney Crescent
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Ruth Jones
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Woodworth <cz.woodworth@gmail.com> on behalf of Carol Woodworth
<cwoodworth@telus.net>
June-06-17 10:38 AM
publichearing
June 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission Jun 13-ke 126
-

#51-19452 Fraser Way
Pitt Meadows, B.C.
V3YOA3
To Mayor Becker and Pitt Meadows Councilors:
Re: June 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission
Attn: Corporate Officer
Thank you for sending out notice of the public hearings on the proposed amendments to the Official Community Plan. I
am opposed to these rezoning amendments.
You are proposing to remove land from Metro Vancouver Green Zone Designation. The small bit of Metro Vancouver
natural park at the foot of Harris road is already very well used. We will need more natural park when there are more
houses and businesses in the area. Instead of protecting green space, you are proposing to eliminate Green Zone
designation and to reduce already small green buffer zones. This would be a mistake for Pitt Meadowsl
You are also proposing to remove land from the Agricultural Land Reserve for a development proposal that is not good
enough for the people of Pitt Meadows.

Sincerely,
Carol Woodworth

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

June 6th,

SHELLY LIVESEY <Iivesey@shaw.ca>
June-06-17 10:48 AM
publichearing
June 13th, 2017 PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION; Attention of the Corporate Office 127

2017

Pitt Meadow’s City Council

We are in opposition to the current vision for South Bonson and GEBP and the amendments to the OCP.
I felt compelled to forward my displeasure at the course of action that this current
administration is taking in regard to the development proposal for the GEBP. It
clearly is not in the best interest of the city or it’s residents. I spent 37 years
with the fire service in Surrey with the last seven years as deputy fire chief. My
duties as deputy chief required me to attend many city council meetings and on a
number of occasions to submit proposals to council on behalf of the fire department.
At these meetings I witnessed residents standing before council expressing their
concerns over issues that they felt were either in their best interests or the
interests of the city in general.
As a recent new corner to Pitt Meadows I feel it is my duty to get involved in local
politics or at the very least to educate myself in the policies that this council is
supporting. Never before have I witnessed the disregard that this Pitt Meadow’s
council displayed to it’s citizens at the council meeting of May 16. When people feel
so strongly about an issue that they are willing to take time away from their busy
lives to make their voice heard then they deserve the right to be heard and
acknowledged. The job and the duty of any elected official is to work on behalf of
their constituents and to support them even if the wishes of the citizens differ from
their own. This clearly is not the agenda of this current council. Are the decisions
by this council regarding the GEBP in the best interests of the citizens of Pitt
Meadows or in the best interests of
council?
When considering Pitt Meadows as our place to retire we felt we did our due diligence
in looking at future development. We know that growth and development is inevitable
and essential and we support that but the OCP proposed back in 2015 has changed
significantly.
My wife and I chose Pitt Meadows as our place to retire mainly because of it’s small
city appeal and it’s somewhat rural life style. We would hate to see that disappear
because of the choice to develop industry rather than community. We live in a
beautiful and desirable community. Please don’t jeopardize all that this city has to
offer in the name of industry and tax dollars.
Thank you for your consideration on this very important matter.
Sincerely,
Grant and Shelly Livesey
#63—19452 Fraser Way
Pitt Meadows
V3YOA3
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tessa Paterson <tessapaterson@hotmail.ca>
June-06-17 11:07 AM
publichearing
Jun 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission OPPOSED Jun 13-ke 128
-

I am writing to express my opposition to the development of Phase 3 & 4 of the Golden Ears Business Park as currently
proposed. At this point the City and consequently, tax payers, are going to be paying the price (monetary and nonmonetary) for a development of this scale. Additional consultation and consideration needs to take place with
members of the community and professionals.

It is not enough for the Mayor and council to ask for the publics’ positions and opinions (which they have barely done in
the first place), as public elected representatives, they should also LISTEN to the citizens and think about the City’s best
interest, NOT the interests of a developer.

Tessa Paterson

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kennedyhome1932@gmail.com
June-06-17 12:33 PM
publichearing
Public hearing June 6, 2017, amendment to the Official Community Plan Bylaw,
No.2352, 2007 (Industrial Design Guidelines)- Jun 6/13-ke 129

Attention: Corporate Officer, City of Pitt Meadows, Mayor and Council
My husband and I moved to Pitt Meadows two years ago and have been watching many Council meetings either in
person or on the internet since then.
I have been extremely impressed with the many knowledgeable and passionate speakers from our community who
have come to the speakers’ mike to both respectfully and professionally inform, alert and petition the Council about the
ramifications of moving forward with this proposed development in the South Bronson area, even before the changes to
the OCP we are looking at the June 6th public meeting.
Many offering suggestions and solutions to make it a win, win for everyone. Many also requesting that the OCP be
opened and reviewed to better suit today’s reality in the area. These requests were adamantly refused with the
response that the OCP would not/could not be opened at this point. NOW, here we are discussing changes to the OCPI
What happened?? Because of this change of position by Council, we strongly oppose the opening of the OCP to changes
of any sort at this time.
Ongoing negotiations behind closed doors with Onni and the resulting change to Council’s position leaves a lot of room
for speculation and the fact that there was never an answer to the citizen’s question about “what happened?” is both
disappointing and disconcerting.
I attended the Pitt Meadows parade last weekend and enjoyed discussing this issue with a couple of long time residents
I met for the first time. I was impressed with the history of South Bonson that many of us newcomers know nothing
about. Each previous mayor and council member’s name was attached with information and positions taken, both good
and bad, throughout this ongoing struggle to balance what is the right way to develop this area for livability, nature and
profit.
You have power granted you by the voters who elected you that is a heavy responsibility and I know each and
everyone of you have put in many hours to serve the community in local, regional and provincial committees. The
danger is, the higher up the ladder you travel to participate in these committees, the easier it is to loose sight of the
little people and places down below that enabled you to be in those positions.
-

I encourage each Council member to think locally and realize that in time your name will be mentioned among the
people on the street. What will be your legacy? Please do not let it be that you sold out to big money at the expense of
“The Natural Place”.
Thank you for your time and attention to this critical subject.
Chuck and Elaine Kennedy
#31 19538. Bishops Reach
Pitt Meadows

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Luc P. Beaudoin <lucb@cogzest.com>
June-06-17 12:35 PM
publichearing
June 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission Jun 13-ke 130
-

#51-19452 Fraser Way
Pitt Meadows, B.C.
V3Y 0A3
To Mayor Becker and Pitt Meadows Councilors:
Re: June 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission
Attn: Corporate Officer
Thank you for sending out notice of the public hearings on the proposed amendments to the Official
Community Plan.
I am vigorously opposed to these rezoning amendments.
I do not want this land removed from the Metro Vancouver Green Zone Designation.
I oppose the development proposal on this land.
Also, the plan and direction the City is taking for the use of ONNi’s land in general is completely unacceptable
to me.
The proposed amendments, and prior direction of the council, make a complete and utter mockery of the idea
that Pitt Meadows is a Natural Place. (The direction of the Council on land and business development displays
a lack of imagination and acumen with respect to how the City can generate tax revenue in a way that benefits
citizens.)
The strength of my opinion on the matter of land development is such that in the next municipal elections, I will
actively support the campaigns only of candidates who were opposed to the rezoning and development.

Luc P. Beaudoin, Ph.D. (Cognitive Science)
iPhone: (778) 997-0612
Metro-Vancouver, Canada
Co-founder, CogSci Apps Corp.
lucbCogSciApps. corn http://rnySleepButton.com
President, CogZest
1ucb(cogzest.com http://cogzest.com!

(the cognitive shuffle)

https://twitter.com!LucCogZest

My first book: Cognitive Productivity: Using Knowledge to Become Profoundly Effective
1
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Books in progress: https:/Icoqzest.comI2Ol 6/05/update-on-upcominq-books-qettincj-smarter-anddiscontinuities/
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chad Williams <chad540@yahoo.com>
June-06-17 11:53 AM
publichearing
Opposed. June 13 2017, public hearing submission, attention of the corporate office.
Opposed Jun 13-ke- 131
-

Hi there,
We are the Williams family. We live at 19425 thorburn way. 1 house from the proposed warehouse site. We
moved here from Port Moody because of the beauty and tranquility of our neighbourhood. My wife works full
time as do I. I also work about 400 overtime hours annually to be able to support our lifestyle here. Which I
have no problem doing knowing what I get to come home to everyday. A place where the air is clean and
surrounded by great families and nature. A quiet place I’m proud to raise my family. I fear for the future of this
community. Scared for my kids to navigate the streets with the huge traffic increase to come. The noise. The
giant wall that will darken the sunny streets my boys play on every day. The strangers and crime that comes
with it driving in and out of our community everyday. The decreasing buffers and standards if this project does
go through. We want to raise families not warehouses. Please put yourself in my and my neighbours shoes
before agreeing to dismantling this thriving community.
Thanks,
Chad, Corinne, Brockton, and Hudson Williams
Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Mayor and Council RE: Rezoning Bylaw and OCP Amendment for Phase 3 and 4 of GEBP
June 13. 2017
The very first plans for GEBP Phase 3 and 4 shown to the public at an open house April 20, 2015 had wide linear parks and
contained NO land set aside for ‘fields’.
—

The plans were changed over the next three months and when submitted to the city for First Reading Oct 20, 2015, they
showed not only smaller ‘buffers’ but had land depicted as two soccer fields. WHO wanted these ‘fields’? ONNI or Mayor
and Council? The plans dated April 13, 2017 before council now show even smaller ‘buffers’ with taller buildings and an
even larger ‘amenity’ area.
Some members of council refer to this ‘community amenity contribution’ as UNPRECEDENTED.
It IS unprecedented but only because ‘community amenity contributions’ are tied to RESIDENTIAL developments NOT
commercial or industrial. One has to ask the following questions—
1. WHY is this ‘unprecedented ‘amenity being ‘offered’ by ONNI? WHY would ONNI ‘give away’ land?
• Is it to sweeten an otherwise sour deal in an effort to woo the residents to get them onboard? Or is there another
reason?
• Mayor and Coun Elkerton, without benefit of a council resolution, made a presentation entitled ‘Fields for Families’
to the local sports teams back in Oct 2016. Is this amenity to help fulfil some promise made to them? or for a 2014
election promise? Or to kick start a 2018 election campaign?
• Is this the very best deal for Pitt Meadows? Or is it the very best deal for the Mayor and his slate of four councillors?
2. WHO drafted the NEW OCP?
• WHY, after numerous failed attempts to get Mayor and Council to amend/reopen/review the 2008 OCP, suddenly
April 11, 2017 NEW OCP guidelines were brought before council?
• NEW ONNI plans dated April 13, 2017 just TWO days later ‘coincidentally’ contained the IDENTICAL REDUCED
BUFFERS and INCREASED BUILDING HEIGHTS!!
• The residents are now being told the two were discussed ‘in tandem’ behind closed doors yet NO mention of having
OCP changes linked with Onni plans was ever mentioned in public.
• Did ONNI provide input into the drafting of the new OCP??? It appears so since ONNI now complies with the NEW
OCP.
COMMUNITY AMENITY CONTRIBUTION OR IS IT?
The staff report says that ONNI”s land contribution is 10.88 acres but our 2008 OCP says a 20 m buffer is required PLUS any
drive aisles, parking, would be in addition to the 20 m buffer as per the ‘best practices’ that the IBI report stated.
Had the 20 m buffer been adhered to, this would have added up to 7.51 acres so the total ‘contribution’ by ONNI is really
only 10.88 7.51 = 3.37 acres. The remainder they would have been required to do for buffers as per the OCP.
—

WHAT EXACTLY IS ONNI CONTRIBUTING?
The 48.1 acres of Ph 3 are valued at $14.6 M as per BC Assessments 2017 or $303,000/acre so the assessed value of
Onni’s ‘contribution’ is just over $1 million—not the $15 -$18 MILLION Mayors past and present have touted in
Pu blic.
Onni paid $22.46 Million for the 48.1 acres or $467,000 per acres so even using that value it is just $1.5 Million
And the ‘contribution’ is FOR RAW LAND ONLY. PERIOD.
To turn dirt or raw land into an ‘OLYMPIC SIZED TRACK AND FIELD’ requires city money—a lot of money. By the May 24,
2017 staff report around $7 —9 MILLION.
Although the city is trying a ‘creative’ way of moving money from a reserve fund that is pegged to only BUY land, in a way it
can be used to IMPROVE the land, the approximately $3.2 MILLION in the reserve WILL fall well short of what is needed.
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We all heard Coun Murray speak about the Pitt Meadows track and field athletes having to practise in Maple Ridge as his
way of rationalizing the need for more fields. But what about other amateur and recreational sports enthusiasts who have
to travel out of Pitt meadows to participate in their sport? What about swim teams? Dive teams? Water polo teams?
We already HAVE fields in Pitt Meadows and our PM-MR WCFC soccer teams will have access to the four new artificial turf
fields planned for Maple Ridge.. If more fields are so desperately needed here due to the rainy season limiting grass fields
use, then put artificial turf on the EXISTING GRASS FIELDS.
IF the ‘community amenity’ is truly going to be for the good of the entire community, then the entire community needs to
have a voice. For example, we do NOT have an indoor pool; perhaps their voice needs to be heard as well. The only real
way to hear from the entire community, is to hold a referendum at the same time as the Municipal election in Oct 2018.
UNTIL A REFERENDUM IS HELD. A RECAP OF RESIDENT INPUT
A survey held last year with 448 responses, a statistically relevant number based on our population and more than any City
held survey has received, showed that 90% of Pitt Meadows residents were NOT in favour of the massive industrial park
expansion for Phase 3 and 4. 35% of those who responded lived NORTH of Hammond Road.

90% said NO!
QI: Are you in favourof the proposed piansto bulldapproximately
another 2 million square feet of concrete tilt up slab style warehouses?

1fl3

1O%

4O
Yei

5
lb

Accurate with 95% confidenc. ,/.. 5% margin of error
Instead these residents were in favour of mixed use/mixed employment, services such as doctors, dentists, pharmacies,
small to medium sized businesses and badly needed office space.
These other options pay the same Class 6 business tax as ONNI’s warehouses so the city still gets taxes, jobs are still
created and the development would ENHANCE all of Pitt Meadows.
NODAL DEVELOPMENT
The location of the ONNI lands is ideal for a NODAL DEVELOPMENT that would create a connectivity between residents
living north of Hammond Road with those living in South Bonson. A connected community is a healthy community. People
meet, shop, learn, work, play and gather all within close walking or biking distance from their homes.
Having services close by to several thousand residents means a reduction of carbon footprint and improving the walk
score. Currently the walk score is 23 in South Bonson compared to midtown Pitt Meadows with a score of 78. But the plans
to build 2 MILLION SF MORE of concrete tilt up warehouses will cut the city in half, with no connectivity between the two.
A master planned nodal development like Newport Village makes effective use of the land and services—small businesses
on the ground floor and homes, perhaps rental homes, on top. There is a serious shortage of affordable housing most
notably in the rental market. In PoCo’s Fremont Village, MOSAIC is building one building JUST for rentals.
http://mosaichomes.com/rental/fremont-Iiving/
THAT is good sound planning and OUR city needs to be PROACTIVE and encourage developers to build projects that
ENHANCE a community. OUR city needs to have a vision that goes beyond just tax revenue.
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GROWING SENIOR’S POPULATION
And what about our rapidly expanding senior population? According to the city’s March 2016 ‘Age Friendly Report’, Pitt
Meadows population over the age of 65 will be the fastest growing demographic; 147% increase or an additional 3200
seniors living in Pitt Meadows in the next 25 years.
But WHERE will they live? The same staff report said that SENIOR HOUSING was a high priority and that the city should
encourage developers to build ‘affordable rental’ housing for seniors by way of offering incentives such as waiving the DCCs
or increasing density. To date NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE.
Is THIS not the perfect opportunity for the City to take that intuitive and consider using some of this raw land to that end?
And seniors need services, shops, pharmacies, all things that a Nodal community could offer.
MORE PUBLIC INPUT
A petition presented to Mayor and Council had 1439 signatures, over 50% living NORTH of Hammond Road in vehement
opposition to expanding the business park as planned.

Petition Signatures Gathered in Person From
ALL Pitt Meadows Neighbourhoods
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Over 50% live
North of Hammond!

Note- South Bonson’s 5 stratas
marked by one pin only- not as
Ir%dlvldual homes
.a ..MOöSV

The public HAS spoken and yet council still say they want to hear more??!!
This is likely because they are not hearing what THEY want to hear but I believe they aren’t hearing us at all. We do not
expect to have the fields remain green grass and hay. We are not that naïve.
SO LET ME BE CRYSTAL CLEAR...

THE RESIDENTS ARE NOT AGAINST DEVELOPMENT—THEY ARE AGAINST THIS DEVELOPMENT
BECAUSE IT DOES NOTHING TO ENHANCE OUR COMMUNITY.
CONCLUSION
Perhaps, the only sure way to satisfy council that they have heard from ALL the residents would be to POSTPONE any
rezoning until a REFERENDUM can be held in conjunction with the municipal election Oct 2018. A referendum result should
satisfy a council that claims to want to hear from, and listen to, its taxpaying citizens. If a survey, petition, rallies, letters,
postcards, emails plus numerous council meetings with public filled overflowing chambers does not seem to satisfy the
majority of council, a referendum surely must.
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VISUALS
Meanwhile, as you ponder the pros and cons of this application, please view the following photos of what nearly 4 million
SF of concrete tilt-up warehouses will do to the visuals of Pitt Meadows ‘The Natural Place’, South Bonson is home to well
over 2000 residents who moved here for the peace and quiet enjoyment offered by this location. They did NOT move here
for jobs; they HAVE jobs and the type of well paying jobs needed to pay mortgages. Or they moved here to enjoy their
retirement years and don’t NEED a job.
Pitt Meadow’s taxes are second lowest in the LMD BUT that is little consolation if we lose property value, viewscape
corridors, reduced safety for our children due to the massive increase in traffic not to mention potential of flooding and ‘off
hours’ activities that deserted parking lots tend to attract.
There is not enough tax revenue, fancy amenities or empty promises of microbreweries that could replace what the
residents of South Bonson will lose if this development is allowed to proceed.
•

We DO NOT need 2 MILLION SF more of concrete tilt up warehouses casting shadows and blocking sunlight and
views from our homes and yards.

•

We DO NOT need 300% traffic increase of 1500 vehicles/hour navigating roundabouts or backing up at light signals
at Airport Way/Bonson while our children are trying to cross from school or the athletic park.

•

We DO NOT need to have the LOWEST taxes in the LMD if we lose what makes Pitt Meadows unique.

•

We DO NOT need ONNI to go from contributing 20% to a whopping 28% of total municipal tax revenue. It means
that ONNI is the single biggest land lord in Pitt Meadows. That amount of unbalanced corporate tax contribution is
unhealthy, unsafe and puts Pitt Meadows in potentially a precarious situation should ONNI run into difficult times.
Too big to fail? It happens to the best.

•

We DO need services like pharmacies, dentists, medical, mixed use/mixed employment, small to medium
businesses, office space all of which pay the same Class 6 business tax as ONNI’s warehouses.

We DO need our councillors to not just listen, but HEAR, what thousands are saying.

Please VOTE NO to the development REZONING AND OCP AMENDMENT application. Bylaw #2760, 2017

Patricia Gordon
Fraser Way, Pitt Meadows, BC
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Proximity of OUR homes to proposed Phase 3 and 4....
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Photoshop of approximate land to be covered by Concrete Tilt- Up Warehouses & asphalt before ‘fields’ moved.
If it I
i you just ii
t it would be like to LIVE with this NEXT DOOR to YOUR HOME’
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VOTE ‘NO’ and send this plan back to the drawing board!
We need plans that ENHANCE & BENEFIT ALL of Pitt Meadows without the huge negative impact of these plans.
***WAIT UNTIL PHASE 2 COMPLETES AND 220 SUTTON TOWNOMES BUILT AND RE-EVALUATE THE IMPACT***
90% of those surveyed in a statistically relevant survey said NO to this development
1439 signed a petition saying NO to this development.
THEM
THE
GIVE
SAME EAR & RESPECT YOU GAVE THE ZERO TAX INCREASE, & North Lougheed Corridor
etitions.
1

VOTE NO ON REZONING APPLICATION Bylaw#. 2760, 2017
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kristopher George <kristophergeorge4@gmail.com>
June-06-17 3:59 PM
publichearing
June 06th, 2017 PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION; Attention; Corporate officer. Jun 6 B /
13 133
-

Attention; Corporate officer

I am a resident of Pitt Meadows for the past 37 years. I grew up in this community and have watched it grow
over the years to become a vibrant, connected community. This city has always prided itself on protecting the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) and not encouraging suburban sprawl.
When Osprey village was first built, it was very exciting for residents to have a community close to the water
where everyone could come, enjoy nature and celebrate the Fraser River. Residents were excited to have a
development that mixed residential units with small business, while keeping high density.
We understand there needs to be development in Pitt Meadows in order expand and diversify our tax base, but
this is not the location for this development. Onni, the council and the mayor of Pitt Meadows are essentially
cutting off our community from the rest of Pitt Meadows by moving forward with this development. In the
process turning South Bonson into a industrial wasteland (one of the largest in the province) that nobody in the
city of Pitt Meadows envisioned when moving into the community.
My wife and I are expecting our first child this July and I hope one day he/she will be able to walk to school
without having to contend with semi trucks and speeding vehicles across a 4 lane hwy.
I asked that council listen to its residents and not move forward with this development. We can do better and
deserve better as a community. Please stay true to Pitt Meadows values and long term vision for South Bonson
community. We deserve healthy, walkable, livable communities that everyone can enjoy.
Kristopher George
Concerned Resident of Pitt Meadows

-

19572 Fraser Way, Pitt Meadows

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

“ “I
Jennifer S <jennifer.l.scharf@gmail.com>
June-06-17 4:03 PM
publichearing
June 13th, 2017 Public Hearing Submission

-

Jun 6 C / 13 134

Attention Corporate Officer
I am strongly opposed to the proposed changes to the OCP to align with further industrial development for the
South Bonson area. The business park as proposed does not match the current OCP. The current OCP may
plan for this area to be a business park but the plans in the OCP are vastly different from the proposed ONNI
plans in terms of style and density. Now, instead of responding to 1000’s of residents concerns about how
industrial and residential don’t mix, the City is proposing to change the OCP to aid in an increase in the
proposed development through decreasing required buffers and permitting increased building heights? This is
beyond outrageous and is unbelievably disrespectful to residents who not only elected Council but also have
anchored their lives in this community. How can the residents and Council be on such different pages? Do we
not have any sway in the plans for our own community? Where is the compromise?
Jennifer Scharf
Hoffmann Way, Pitt Meadows

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leah Duffield <Ieah_duffield@hotmail.com>
June-06-17 4:09 PM
publichearing
June 6th, 2017 PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION

-

Jun 6 D/ 13 135

I’m writing this letter as we suppose of the OCP and phase 3 and 4 Onni has planned in Pitt meadows.
Pitt meadows has been home for to us for approximately 4 years, but we both grew up in Maple Ridge,
choosing to move to Pitt Meadows for it’s natural beauty, scenery and small town feeling. Building large
warehouses in such a small community won’t bring any good for the families and individuals who are currently
living here. South Bonson is occupied by young and growing families and outdoor enthusiasts whether they’re
cyclists or runners. Building these warehouses is going to heavily increase traffic making it more dangerous for
these people to ride, run or cross the roads. The proposed project by Onni doesn’t benefit the families and
people of pitt meadows. Please reconsider in Onnis plans to disrupt our home.
Thank you
Leah Duffield and Dustin Martens
11060 bamston view road

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

aaronyoungpittmeadows@gmail.com
June-06-17 4:24 PM
publichearing
June 13, 2017 Public Hearing Submission Jun 13-ke 136
-

I am writing to express my categorical opposition to Onni Group’s proposed
development of phases Ill and IV of the Golden Ears Business Park.
While the South Bonson area has evolved in the past number of years the OCP has
failed to keep pace. The “Business Park” designation within the OCP is stale-dated
and a relic of a bygone era.
let’s start with one of the more obvious objections; namely that residential and
industrial land uses are incompatible with one another. It is, for this very reason, as
noted by Councillor Dingwall, that well-planned cities take precautionary measures
to adequately buffer these two land uses. More than likely, it is also why our
Mayor cried foul to local media when the Sheridan Hill quarry, located “near” his
property, proposed expansion. Nevertheless, this Council continues to not only
pursue light industrial use adjacent to a residential community; but is entertaining
plans from Onni which entail lesser standards (approximately 15-foot reduction to
buffering whilst increasing potential height by approximately 10 feet) than those
currently listed in the OCP.
Another objection relates to the level of analysis completed by Council with respect
to developmental opportunities in South Bonson. The facts are that Pitt Meadows
has a dwindling supply of land available for development; we cannot afford to get
this project wrong. Despite this fact, Council is unable to provide a rudimentary
SWOT Analysis nor a cost-benefit calculation in support of approving Onni’s
proposal. These questions need to be asked;
• How much additional tax revenue would the business park generate
compared to a mixed-use development
• How stable are the jobs created by the business park
• What are the anticipated incomes and
• what is the percentage of positions to be filled by residents of Pitt
Meadows?
1
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This represents only a small sampling of the questions that need to be
answered...the list could continue for pages. Hence the need for the OCP to be
updated enabling Council to reaffirm the efficacy of the proposed development
given new opportunity costs posed by the recent and rapid shifts in our regional
economy.
In the long-term, sustainable employment will be sourced via technology and
professional services, not the myriad occupations predominantly located in
business parks which will invariably be eliminated via robotics and autonomous
vehicles. This Council needs to show greater vision in this regard; but rather than
innovating, clings to an outdated OCP.
Aaron and Patti Young
11060 Barnston View Road
Pitt Meadows, BC
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

2
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

1 7

Sandie Banni <sandiebanni@shaw.ca>
June-06-17 4:29 PM
publichearing
June 13, 2017 Pub!ic Hearing Submission
QCP letter June PDF.pdf

To Pitt Meadows City Council:

Public Hearin2 Submission attached.

Yours truly,

Sandie Banni

Sandie Banni
604-617-1908
19639 Meadow Gardens Way
Pitt Meadows. BC. V3Y 2T5

Email: sandiebanni(shaw.ca

1
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:-

Jun 6-D I Jun 13 137

Sandie Banni
Pitt Meadows BC.

June 6,

2017

Mayor Becker and City Council:

RE: June

i. 2017

Public Hearing Submission:

I am opposed to the proposed change to the OCP which reduces buffer distances between Residential and
Industrial/Commericial properties.
The residents at Bonson obviously purchased homes in that area knowing it was zoned for a Business
Park however, they would have bought homes with the expectation of a current 20 metre buffer and the
current guidelines in the OCP at the time. Therefore it seems unfair to change it after the fact.
If Council wish to have a playing field then it would seem prudent to introduce a variance for a particular
building rather than change the entire OCP which may affect other areas in the future. Or, amend the
OCP so that this change would only apply to the Business Park at Bonson and not affect other areas.
A variance could be done for a particular area or building. Looking at the current proposed map of the

location of the playing field I do not understand why the plan could not be “flipped” and the field be
placed next to the houses instead of the buildings. It may not be as convenient however, it would leave the
residents looking at a field rather than a building and perhaps offer a compromise.
The current height of buildings in the OCP is 12 metres which allows breathing room for noise and also
sunlight to penetrate on dreary winter days. I see no reason why, for instance a particular building
needing more height could not be allowed by a Variance on the other side of the Business Park well away
from Residential Homes.
I have long argued against putting Business/Industrial/Commercial zoning next to Residential homes. It
does not work for many reasons. I would not want to see a change in buffer zones in the OCP because I
feel down the road this could affect our area on the North side.
I am in favour of keeping the Business Park in the current location because it has already been zoned for
this purpose and it makes sense to have everything in one place. I do feel however that people purchased
homes knowing this fact. Please leave the OCP as is and do not reduce the buffer between Residential
and Commercial.
Yours Truly,

Sandie Banni I Pitt Meadows Resident:
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

:14. l 3.S
Elaine Boisson <elaineboisson@gmail.com>
June-06-17 4:59 PM
publichearing
June 13th, 2017 Public Hearing Submission (Opposed) Attention of the Corporate
Office Jun 6-F / Jun 13 138
-

Attention of the Corporate Office, (Opposed)
My husband and I have been residents of Shoreline in Pitt Meadows for 3.5 years. During this time, we have written
numerous letters to City Council voicing our opposition to the proposed development of lands adjacent to our home on
Fraser Way. Despite our opposition and the opposition of many residents in this neighbourhood, council has
encouraged the developer, Onni, to destroy valuable farm land and dump questionable soil products in a massive
landfill operation. If Council/Onni have their way, this development will create a massive concrete jungle in our midst.
Will Council be rebranding Pitt Meadows as, “The Un-natural Place”? Your vision is anything but “natural” in our
opinions.
The natural place for this type of business park should be north of Lougheed. Increased traffic could easily be absorbed
by the proximity to Lougheed Highway. Additionally, there are no residential areas to speak of that would be impacted
by the scale of this development. Although we can’t turn back the clock, the mayor and his slate’s decision to locate the
business park in South Bonson is absurd.
We are vehemently OPPOSED to the development of Phase 3 and 4 lands in Pitt Meadows as outlined by Onni’s
development proposal. We are dismayed by actions of our Mayor and his slate who continue to favour developers over
residents.
Why has this city created the beautiful area of South Bonson and Osprey Village, only to destroy its very image by
allowing Onni to erect massive concrete slabs? Would you want to live here once the business park is completed? Not
only will the aesthetics of this area be impacted, the amount of traffic will increase, too. This is a peaceful
neighbourhood, not a transportation hub for heavy truck traffic.
We are vehemently OPPOSED to changing the OCP to favour the developer. Why is the developer more important than
the citizens of this area? Where do the residents of this community fit into the plans for their neighbourhood? Why are
the people of this community not being consulted?
The development of Phases 3 & 4 should represent the residential nature of the surrounding area. This development
should enhance and provide amenities for the people who live in this neighbourhood and all of Pitt Meadows. Some of
these amenities could include small businesses, doctor/dentist offices, restaurants, a swimming pool, housing for
seniors etc.
Gone will be the birdsong in our fields and what’s left of the forest along the river, the eerie sounds of coyotes chasing
their prey, the magnificent views of the Golden Ears Mountains. What legacy does our present council want to leave for
the citizens of Pitt Meadows? One that listens to the folks in the community or one that favours developers?
Respectfully submitted,
Elaine Boisson
#70-19452 Fraser Way Pitt Meadows

1
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Smith <peterpolodad@gmail.com>
June-06-17 5:05 PM
publichearing
June 13th, 2017 Public Hearing Submission (Opposed)

-

Jun 6 G / Jun 13 139

Attention of the Corporate Office, (Opposed)
My wife and I have been residents of Shoreline in Pitt Meadows for 3.5 years. During this time, we have written
numerous letters to City Council voicing our opposition to the proposed development of lands adjacent to our home
on Fraser Way. Despite our opposition and the opposition of many residents in this neighbourhood, council has
encouraged the developer, Onni, to destroy valuable farm land and dump questionable soil products in a massive
landfill operation. If Council/Onni have their way, this development will create a massive concrete jungle in our
midst. Will Council be rebranding Pitt Meadows as, “The Un-natural Place”? Your vision is anything but “natural”
in our opinions.
The natural place for this type of business park should be north of Lougheed. Increased traffic could easily be
absorbed by the proximity to Lougheed Highway. Additionally, there are no residential areas to speak of that would
be impacted by the scale of this development. Although we can’t turn back the clock, the mayor and his slate’s
decision to locate the business park in South Bonson is absurd.
We are vehemently OPPOSED to the development of Phase 3 and 4 lands in Pitt Meadows as outlined by Onni’s
development proposal. We are dismayed by actions of our Mayor and his slate who continue to favour developers
over residents.
Why has this city created the beautiful area of South Bonson and Osprey Village, only to destroy its very image by
allowing Onni to erect massive concrete slabs? Would you want to live here once the business park is
completed? Not only will the aesthetics of this area be impacted, the amount of traffic will increase, too. This is a
peaceful neighbourhood, not a transportation hub for heavy truck traffic.
We are vehemently OPPOSED to changing the OCP to favour the developer. Why is the developer more important
than the citizens of this area? Where do the residents of this community fit into the plans for their
neighbourhood? Why are the people of this community not being consulted?
The development of Phases 3 & 4 should represent the residential nature of the surrounding area. This development
should enhance and provide amenities for the people who live in this neighbourhood and all of Pitt
Meadows. Some of these amenities could include small businesses, doctor/dentist offices, restaurants, a swimming
pool, housing for seniors etc.
Gone will be the birdsong in our fields and what’s left of the forest along the river, the eerie sounds of coyotes
chasing their prey, the magnificent views of the Golden Ears Mountains. What legacy does our present council
want to leave for the citizens of Pitt Meadows? One that listens to the folks in the community or one that favours
developers?
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Smith
#70-19452 Fraser Way Pitt Meadows
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

BILL CLARKE <storm1713@shaw.ca>
June-06-17 5:42 PM
publichearing
pittresidentsunited@gmail.com
OCP Public Hearing June 6 H / Jun 13 140
-

Please record our objection to the proposed re zoning, minor amendments and phase 3 and 4 warehouse development
by ONNI in the South Bonson area of Pitt Meadows.
We strongly feel that the proposed phase 3 and 4 warehouse developments will ultimately be a detriment to our
community, Pitt Meadows, “The Natural Place”.
We would be happy to discuss our concerns with this proposed development in detail if asked.
Thank you
Bill & Laura Clarke
19730 Joyner Place
Pitt Meadows
778-549-2912
Sent from my iPad
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marsha Salonga <marsha.salonga@gmail.com>
June-06-17 5:56 PM
publichearing
June 06th, 2017 PUBUC HEARING SUBMISSION; OPPOSED Jun 6 I
-

-

141

To whom it may concern:

I am writing this email to express my strong opposition to changing the OCP in any way that would allow for less buffers
and higher buildings anywhere in Pitt Meadows.
I ask that you please consider the interests of the RESIDENTS who live, work, and play here, first and foremost, over and
above the interests of the developers.

Respectfully,
Marsha Salonga
19148-124th Avenue
Pitt Meadows V3Y 2V2
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kraftl964six <kraft1964six@gmail.com>
June-06-17 6:09 PM
pubIichearng
Opposed to OCP Amendment Jun 6-i / Jun 13 142
.-

Hello I am John Zwodeski and live at 11561 Bonson Rd Pitt Meadows
The June 6 meeting to amend the OCP is wrong for Pitt Meadows.
We the people of Pitt Meadows have been telling city hall and this Mayor for years now about the impacts of
this development and how we feel about developer Onni.
I can’t understand how a Mayor and town council that have received this much opposition could think that
amending a legal document (under threats from a developer) that is intended to protect Pitt Meadows from
developments that threaten the reason we live here.
To concentrate the pollution of thousands of heavy diesel-powered vehicle trips per hour into the middle of our
fractione town where our kids play is plain to all.
Paving over hectares of ground will change the air temp forever and where will runoff and all the surface
pollutants go after the intense rains we receive?
There are too many unanswered questions about this unnecessary development at this time. Thsee are only a
few of my concerns. I have not even started on the lack of school space .policing. Healthcare and all that we
the people will be left with after Onni and this Mayor and town council are gone.
It is time to hear what we have been explaining to Yo for years now.
.
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Darcey and Russ <darceyandruss@gmail.com>
June-06-17 6:50 PM
publichearing
OCP Public Hearing June 06th, 2017 PUBUC HEARING SUBMISSION
143

-

Jun 6 M I Jun 13

Attention; Corporate officer.
Our family moved to Pitt Meadows 10 years ago to enjoy the nature of the city. We brought down in the
Osprey Village area as it still felt a part of Pitt Meadows but had a little bit more of a relaxed feel to it. We
made the purchase in 2007, before the proposal of a large industrial park less than 1.5 km away.
We understand that the OCP called for office style, campus look buildings. We are writing today to say we are
completely OPPOSED to the amendment for the changes that are being put forward.
These changes will negatively affect not only the feel of the South Bonson area but all of Pitt Meadows. The
changes to allow more warehouses and to allow the increased building size will reduce the natural feel of the
area and give a negative feel to all visitors. They will also create physical divide between South Bonson and
the rest of Pitt Meadows.
We also feel that the increased traffic and large trucks next to residential housing and playing fields would put
our children in danger.
As resident taxpayers and voters of Pitt Meadows we appreciate your listening to our opposition to this
amendment. Please keep Pitt Meadows a natural and safe place to raise our family.
Thank you,
Darcey and Russ Reid
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

\_L
“FF’

Sue Gagné <Sue.Gagne@safetyauthority.ca>
June-06-17 7:48 PM
publichearing
Opposed to Business Development Plan East of Harris Road 144

Hello,
I am writing this email because I am opposed to the community plan bylaw change that allows for business park
development east of Harris Road.
Please consider this opposition to the changes to the OCP and stop the business park development by ONNI.
Regards,
Sue Gagne
Sue Gagne
11116 Callaghan Close
Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 0B2

Sent from my iPad
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron Csermak <roncsermakl@gmail.com>
June-06-17 9:15 PM
publichearing
Opposed to Business Development Plan for east side of Harris Road 145

To whom it may concern
This message is to register my opposition to the proposed OCP and bylaw changes under review on June 6 and
June 13. I strongly feel that the scale and makeup of industrial development being proposed for South Pitt
Meadows is unnecessary at this time and inappropriate for the neighbourhoods in question.
Sincerely
Ronald Csermak, P.Eng.
11116 Callaghan Close
Pitt Meadows BC V3Y 0B2
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

maiapenco@gmaiLcom
June-06-17 10:56 PM
publichearing
June 13, 2017: public hearing submission 146

I am strong opposed to the warehouse development currently proposed by Onni, at the bottom of Harris Road. I do not
live in the south Bonson however I can recognize the impact a monstrous development has on my community and my
family. I am afraid that despite the efforts of the people, the council will not support the residents and will leave a
legacy behind that had horrible impacts to our homes and life style.
I attended tonight’s meeting (June 6th) and witnessed residents pleading for help and providing quotes, facts and
proven impacts that clearly scream that this development is NOT something people want. Despite many requests to
council, the people who are for the development have not stepped forward and have not publicly supported the
development which further indicates the passion behind the opposing group is higher than the people who may want
lower taxes. This is our home and we will not stop fighting for our space.

Mala Penco
19044 117a aye, Pitt Meadows.
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Ruth Jones
From:
Subject:

publichearing
FW: OCP public hearing June 6 147

From: Janice Kennedy [mailto: runnermom57gmaiLcom]
Sent: June-06-17 8:10 PM
To: info
Cc: Janice Kennedy
Subject: OCP public hearing June 6

Attn: Corporate Officer
I am writing to express my opposition to Phases 3 and 4.
I researched well before purchasing here in Pitt Meadows 1 year ago. I retired and was looking at a walkable
area (using the walkability scores) Osprey Village scored high. My understanding was more residential was
coming, no further Industrial/commercial development.
I was told the airport was being further developed, nothing east of Harris road.
I dreamed of a quiet residential area, a small village and walking, running, biking trails. To go “green” was
exciting to park my car many days was something I dreamt of. After years of commuting I could enjoy my
own neighbourhood.
Instead, I find a money hungry council, not listening to residents. Not respecting the opposition and clear
reasons for such. A lot of residents are opposed to this development and have given excellent reasons why.
I lived in Tricities x 36 years. Never, did we have mixed Industrial and residential. At present Fremont village
is in Port Coquitlam and has had multiple issues. At least it is close to Lougheed Highway, so traffic can move.
My primary opposition is due to increased traffic on Residential streets. The increase in trucks, noise and cars
now, with phases 1 @ 2 is already impactful. Adding 3 and 4 will be untenable. Speed, use of round abouts
improperly and noise are now issues, Fraser Way, Airport Way, Harris and Bonson will become busy unsafe
streets.
Ugly? Yes, they are ugly buildings and I feel should be closer to main arteries like Lougheed Highway, not
residential streets.
Please say NO
Janice Kennedy
19490 Fraser Way
Pitt Meadows
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Ruth Jones
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

‘:

1.4 ‘

Gail McLeod <gmac1012@icloud.com>
June-07-17 3:02 PM
publichearing
Mark Roberts; Tina Penney
Fwd: June 13,2017 public hearing submission(amendment due to typo) 148

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Gail McLeod <gmac 101 2(icloud.com>
Date: June 7, 2017 at 2:27:42 PM PDT
To: Pub1ichearing(pittmeadows.bc.ca
Cc: mroberts(pittmeadows.bc.ca, tpenny(pittmeadows.bc.ca
Subject: June 13,2017 public hearing submission

Attention of Corporate Office
Attention of Corporate Officer, City of Pitt Meadows, B.C.
My name is Gail McLeod, and I live in the South Bonson area.
I vehemently OPPOSE the proposed changes suggested, relative to Bylaw no. 2760;2761 ;and
2762.
An industrial park expansion is not needed in this community. Phase 1 & 2 will provide the
proposed increased tax base that has been suggested is needed, once it is fully completed and
occupied. The numbers speak for themselves.
I am not opposed to development, but this community needs more time to see how Phase 1 and
2, will impact us, before moving forward on any further industrial or commercial development.
Residential development is needed, people want to live in our beautiful community. Every day I
am told how lucky I am to live in this area, by people visiting in Osprey Village. Industrial and
residential areas are not cohesive, side by side. By the airport makes sense, by our homes does
not.
The traffic nightmare is already, causing much grief in our community.
There are many concerns with Onni’s proposal, many have already been shared.
I could speak to many issues: environment, safety, liveability, and many others will, and I
support all of those concerns and issues. Please listen to all of our concerns. We are the voting,
tax paying citizens of your community. Please represent our interests, and not Onni’s.
Bottom line do not let this monstrosity move forward. You wouldn’t want it in your backyard,
please do not let it move into ours. Do not let this be your legacy.
Please include my submission in the Public Hearing materials and confirm receipt of same.
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Respectfully submitted,
Gail McLeod
24-19452 Fraser Way,
Pitt Meadows, B.C.
Sent from my iPad
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